POLISH MEAT PRODUCER
IMPLEMENTS X-RAY
INSPECTION TO EXPAND
QUALITY CONTROL
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MEKI X-ray systems save all faulty product pictures, with markers and plain. Afterwards you can use them
to enhance your process.

INFO: MIDMEKI

Suitable food products include

Detection limits, 150g sliced meat

MIDMEKI combines the benefits

aluminum bags, trays, cans &

package: Stainless steel 0.8mm,

of metal detector pricing with the

bulk.

Glass 2mm, Stone 2mm

X-ray inspection performance now for products up to 400mm

Example

industries:

bakery,

width and 200mm height.

dairy, meat & seafood, snack,
fruits & vegetables, ready to eat
food, frozen, confectionery, cereals and bulk.

About Mekitec
About Mekitec

Mekitec has a combined experience of several

X-ray technology system called MEKI. It is

decades in the development, industrialization

revolutionary as it provides 100% food quality

and manufacturing of X-ray imaging systems,

control with high precision X-ray inspection

applied in medical, security and safety

that is designed to replace the simple metal

areas. This unique combination of in-depth

detector with a similar investment. What’s

knowledge of various industries has enabled

more, MEKI with its small and compact

the management to invest in long-term

footprint, easily fits in every production line,

research and development especially for the

thereby saving useful space in the factory.

food industry. The results of this focus and
dedication are the state-of- the-art X-ray food

With the MEKI range, food producers finally

safety systems that Mekitec supplies to its

have the choice: To enjoy a fully automated,

customers globally.

high precision and small yet cost-effective
X-ray food inspection system. The ground-

The product range is a high-performance, user-

breaking MEKI systems provide food quality

friendly and very space and cost competitive

control without compromise!
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